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Suggested Revisions

In Taiwan, the percent percentage of people having cars is sharply increasing. Are so many cars in
our streets a curse or a blessingï¼Ÿ

Most of people agree that cars can bring many benefits to the masses. By driving cars, we can have
a free move to a more distant places, and enjoy door-to-door service save a lot of time. For various
shops, the cars make their door-to-door services more efficient. Besides, it is safer than riding
motorcycles especially in rainy days or on bumpy roads. These facts are very obvious advantages.

However, when enjoying the convenience, we also can't ignore that something harmful is produced
at the same time. For example, it is well known that cars' waste gas causes air pollution and
greenhouse effect, that a traffic jam usually delays a pre-fixed schedule fixed in advance, and that
more and more people are injured and even die or even killed in traffic accidents.

We all know that every coin has two sides and the issue in question is no exception. So, in my
opinion, as long as we face these shortcomings squarely; then and figure work out perfect solutions
to them, such as inventing organic fuel, well-organizing the road networks and the traffice signs,
and cultivating the habit of obeying traffic rules, etc. In this way, owning a car is really not a bad thing
for us.

Remarks:
1) "By driving cars, we can..."æŒ‡çš„æ˜¯æˆ‘å€‘è‡ªå·±é–‹è»Š, è€Œ"door-to-door
service"æ˜¯å•†å®¶æ‰€æ••ä¾›, èˆ‡æˆ‘å€‘è‡ªå·±é–‹è»Šä½•å¹²?
æ•…æˆ‘å¹«ä½ æŠŠé€™å…©ä»¶äº‹åˆ†é–‹.
2) ä¸‰å€‹ç•¨ç«‹çš„å•¥å•ä¸•å•¯ç›´æŽ¥ä»¥é€—è™Ÿé€£æŽ¥, è€Œè¦•ä»¥å•å•¥åž‹æ…‹"that..., that...,
and that..."ä¾†é€£æŽ¥.
3) are injuredæ˜¯è¢«å‹•èªžæ…‹, dieæ˜¯ä¸»å‹•èªžæ…‹, ç›´æŽ¥é€£æŽ¥è¼ƒä¸•å¥½, æ•…æ”¹ç‚º"are
injured or even killed".
4) æœ€å¾Œä¸€æ®µä¸, ä½ ä»¥"As long as..."é–‹é æ§‹å»ºä¸€å€‹é•·å•¥, ä¸»è¦•å•å•¥æ˜¯"owning a
car is really not a bad thing for us", è€Œ"As ong as"æ‰€å¸¶é ˜çš„å…¨éƒ¨æ˜¯é™„å±¬å•å•¥,
ä¸é–“ä¸•å•¯æœ‰åˆ†è™Ÿ";", ä¹Ÿä¸•å•¯åœ¨ä¸»è¦•å•å•¥ä¹‹å‰•å•¦è¡Œæ•’å…¥"In this
way"å•¦èµ·æ–°å•¥, ä½¿å¾—"As long as......traffice rules, etc."è®Šæˆ•äº†ä¸•æˆ•å•¥çš„å¤å…’.  
5) åœ¨(4)ä¹‹ä¸, å› ç‚ºä½ å…ˆå‰•æ••åˆ°ä¸‰ä»¶äº‹,
æ‰€ä»¥è§£æ±ºæ–¹æ¡ˆä¹Ÿè¦•ä¾•æ¬¡æœ‰ä¸‰é …æ‰•å®Œæ•´,
å› æ¤æˆ‘å¹«ä½ æ·»åŠ äº†ä¸€é …å…§å®¹.
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